Nugent House School Values Program
Half Term Four – AMBITION
Week One & Two
By the end of this fortnight, students should be able to:




Know that our focus value for this half term is Ambition
Give examples of how we might show this value in school
Give examples of how this value might be seen in the world around us



There should be a themed display in teaching bases reflecting work done by
students around their personal and career ambitions
Ambitions and high hopes will have formed the basis of at least 1 learning mentor
session during the fortnight, with this reflected in the student 360 folder (and
crossing over into classroom display if appropriate)



Suggested Activities and possible online resources (additional resources also sent
via email)


Focus on the inspiring life of a named individual; these names may help as a
starting point:
Lily Rice
Krystal Kantu
Stephen Hawking
Jamie Brewer
Luca Patuelli
Cornel Hrisca Munn
Marlee Matlin
Angela Bachiller
Chen Zhou



Devise a presentation for a primary school class on what ambition means;
these could them be used by Judy and her team – a potential opportunity for some
peer mentoring work too!



Use media clips (not the whole movie!) and script stimulus to explore ambition
in lead characters; “Bend it like Beckham”, “Billy Elliot”, “The pursuit of Happyness”,
“Rocky”, “Hidden Figures”, “Mulan” – What barriers did the main characters face?
How did they overcome them? What is the main message of the movie?



TWINKL! Keywords for searching our twinkl resources; “Going for goals”, “The magic
of yet….”

https://careerpilot.org.uk Interactive careers website; good start point
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tP7cpSVy92Y (motivational 10 minutes!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEVnq6LIKOM (Dwayne “the rock” Johnson)
Please ensure there is a record of your planning for these sessions.
In addition, where possible please collect evidence (eg photos of displays or
similar) as this will enable us to share our best practice and celebrate our
successes.
In the next fortnight, we will be focusing on GROWTH MINDSET as a tool for
ambition so keep this in mind when long term planning in all areas…

